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Executive Summary
To help control their IT costs and increase
business agility, many SAP customers are
turning to virtualization and cloud computing.
SAP NetWeaver® Landscape Virtualization
Management software is a major milestone
in the company’s virtualization and cloud management program. This initiative is focused on
developing technology, management tools, and
value-added services to help customers deploy
and manage existing on-premise SAP® applications in virtualized data centers and cloud
infrastructures.
SAP is the undisputed market leader in enterprise application
software, with over 109,000 customers in 120 countries who
depend on SAP software to run critical aspects of their business, boost efficiency, and create competitive differentiation.
But managing large SAP software landscapes requires a great
deal of time, effort, and resources, especially in the hybrid
physical-virtual infrastructures created by the transition to

cloud computing. Recently, SAP released SAP NetWeaver
Landscape Virtualization Management software to help companies cut costs and improve agility by automating common
SAP system administration tasks. The software gives administrators a single-console view of the status and performance of
their entire SAP application landscape and underlying infrastructure. It provides a central point of control and extensive
automation capabilities intended to simplify the configuration,
provisioning, monitoring, and management of SAP software
systems and associated non-SAP applications and services in
both physical and virtualized environments.
During the ramp-up phase of SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management, in which a number of large enterprise customers extensively evaluated and tested the software, SAP
commissioned an independent consultancy, Crimson Consulting Group, to interview a subset of these customers. The goal
was to identify the most common use cases and the benefits
customers experienced or expected based on their testing. The
interviews revealed four common use cases and identified an
extensive set of benefits arising from them, which are tabulated
on the following page.

“SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization
Management is going to be completely
transformative.”
SAP Technical Manager, FTSE 100 Company

Key Discoveries
This paper is based on the results of those interviews and
describes some of the benefits that the landscape virtualization management (LVM) solution can deliver based on actual
customer experience.

Use Case

Benefits

Highlights

System clone, copy, and refresh

•• Reduced administrative time
•• Greater agility
•• Fewer errors, greater efficiency
•• Reduced hardware costs
•• Personnel released for other tasks

“SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management postcopy
automation is changing the five-day
turnaround for a system refresh into
an overnight process.”
Reduced need for coordination
between administrative teams “will
add up to about a 30% time savings.”
Speeding up test cycles “is going to be
completely transformative.”

Landscape visualization

•• Improved availability
•• Improved incident response
•• Reduced management time
•• Easier system optimization

“With the visualization tools of SAP
NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization
Management, we have more eyes on
system status, which is a big operational benefit in terms of availability
and reliability.”

Operation automation

•• Reduced management time
•• Reduced management cost

“Administrators got an extra half hour
a day that they could use for other
tasks during the ramp-up.”

Third-party support and extensibility

•• Administrative flexibility and efficiency

“I think this is the most used and most
important aspect of SAP NetWeaver
Landscape Virtualization Management for my organization.”

Other benefits

•• Ease of deployment
•• Faster time to value
•• Less training required

“125 of the 130 or so steps involved in
postprocessing for a system refresh
were already in the task list we used,
making customization quick and easy.”
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Methodology and Demographics
For a seven-month period beginning in November 2011, SAP
worked closely with 17 large enterprise customers in a ramp-up
program for SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management. This program was the last step in product development
prior to the general availability release on June 1, 2012. Many
ramp-up customers reproduced large parts of their production
environments as a sandbox to exercise as fully as possible the
features of the software in real-world configurations.
Midway through the ramp-up phase, Crimson began secondary
research based on SAP internal documentation, publicly available data, and past research efforts in virtualization and cloud
computing. The intent was to develop a focused interview process to identify and confirm the salient benefits of the LVM
solution based on ramp-up customer experience. The result
was an extensive, branched interview guide focusing on five
main use cases that permitted in-depth exploration of customer attitudes, expectations, and actual operational benefits
realized during ramp-up (see the “Benefits and Use Case
Overview” section).
This white paper is based on four interviews, representing
almost one-fourth of the customers participating in the rampup. By the very nature of the program, participants were highlevel IT professionals at the companies involved, making each
interview a valuable window into real-world use of SAP
NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management in large
enterprise settings.

Demographics
All of the interviews were conducted on the basis of anonymity,
as all of the interviewees believed that the details of their work
with the LVM solution would reveal sensitive competitive information. We can characterize the interviewees and their computing environments as follows:
•• IT architect at a large manufacturing firm in the Fortune
Global 500, with about 800 SAP systems running within 300
virtual partitions and about 80 custom Linux applications
•• SAP technical manager at a large company in the FTSE 100,
with approximately 200 SAP systems and multiterabyte
databases servicing more than 10,000 active users
•• IT senior consultant at a Fortune Global 50 software company running SAP and many additional Java applications
comprising a total of over 1,800 services on nearly 1,000
servers
•• Senior system architect at an international IT services company in the Fortune Global 2000, with more than a thousand
SAP systems processing requests from over 1 million users

Benefits and Use Case Overview
Business computing is undergoing a prolonged and massive
transformation as IT managers turn to virtualization and cloud
computing to promote efficiency, increase agility, and reduce
costs. This is certainly the experience of the SAP customers
interviewed for this study:
•• The large company in the FTSE 100 was extensively using
virtualization.
•• The software company had already virtualized 80% of its
systems.
•• The IT architect at the manufacturing firm spoke of the need
for many more virtualization layers involved in its cloud
deployment road map, moving beyond just CPUs to storage,
memory, services, and network access.
•• The IT services company was standardizing its SAP software
landscape while steadily “making [our] environment more
cloud-like.”
At the highest level, SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization
Management is designed to offer three fundamental benefits
to such customers:
•• Greater operational continuity through single-console visibility, management, and control of SAP landscapes, both physical and virtual
•• Reduced administrative time, effort, and cost through the
automation of repetitive, time-consuming tasks
•• Increased operational agility through the acceleration of fundamental business application lifecycle operations (clone, copy,
and refresh) and automated response to workload changes
To validate these benefits and break them down to a more granular level based on ramp-up customer experience, the interviews
focused on five main use cases. These use cases address the
central concerns of SAP system administrators and other personnel charged with assigning computing resources and managing application services in a complex SAP landscape.
Listed in the approximate order of importance revealed in the
in-depth interviews, here are the use cases.
System cloning, copying, and refreshing – Although central
to an efficient and effective IT business solution lifecycle, these
operations are perhaps the most cumbersome and timeconsuming jobs in a large environment. All of these jobs require
extensive postprocessing to make required configuration
changes for the new environment; each of the customers inter-

viewed characterized this as basically involving someone with a
checklist making sure that each operation had been accomplished successfully. The LVM solution features predefined postcopy task lists that can be fully customized to automate these
tasks. The interviewees not only identified more benefits for postcopy automation than any other use case, but they were also able
to quantify them in some cases.
Landscape visualization and monitoring – A large virtualized
environment may contain hundreds of “moving parts”: services
and resources whose health and operational status can become
a bottleneck in the execution of business-critical tasks and applications. SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management
offers end-to-end visibility of the application landscape through
predefined, customizable dashboards. The dashboards provide
a status overview of all services and resources and running
activities, with a graphical overview of all layers to give insight
into infrastructure and system details. The ability to obtain a
real-time, landscapewide overview of these services and
resources, including health checks and performance data,
was quite important to the interviewees.
Operations automation – Even aside from copy and refresh,
running a large virtualized environment involves many repetitive tasks: for instance, starting and stopping instances, and
various hardware and OS maintenance operations. The LVM
solution supports automation of both single and mass operations (such as start, stop, or relocate for multiple systems
simultaneously). Three of the interviewees spoke to the importance of this functionality. (The fourth customer had concentrated ramp-up testing on other features.)
Third-party support and extensibility – Of course, large SAP
infrastructures are often dependent on non-SAP components
such as Web servers, portals, custom applications, and more.
SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management offers
several different ways to make non-SAP components manageable via UI pushbuttons or conditional statements, including
host agent scripts and Web services. It includes support for
executing scripts and commands in a required order. Three customers interviewed spoke to the importance of this; the SAP
technical manager at the IT services firm stated that it was “the
most used part” of NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management and “very important.”
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“The postprocessing automation of
SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization
Management is changing the five-day
turnaround for a system refresh into an
overnight process.”
SAP Technical Manager, FTSE 100 Company

Automatic capacity management – One of the primary benefits claimed for virtualization and cloud computing is operational
agility, especially the ability to match computing resources more
closely to business needs. Automatic capacity management
(ACM) in the LVM solution enables administrators to set a condition to better map resources to changing business and IT needs.
That condition can start additional application servers on their
assigned resources when not enough are running to satisfy user
demand, or stop them and relinquish their resources when too
many are running. Although all interviewees noted the importance of ACM and their intention to deploy it, they had concentrated their testing on other use cases because some third-party
software libraries were not yet available this early in the product
rollout. For this reason, it is not included in the detailed use-case
benefits section that follows.
Detailed Use-Case Benefits
Drilling down into each of these use cases provided insight into
customer experience and a number of more “granular” benefits that support the three primary benefits of SAP NetWeaver
Landscape Virtualization Management:
•• Greater operational continuity
•• Reduced administrative time, effort, and cost
•• Increased operational agility
Hard evidence of reduced capital expenditures attributed to consolidation via more efficient system utilization was not expected
this early in the product adoption effort. However, one customer
was able to supply a quantitative benefit in this regard based on
the more efficient use of test systems made possible by postcopy automation of system copies, as related below.
System Clone, Copy, and Refresh
System clone, copy, and refresh operations are central to SAP
application lifecycle management, as well as the business solution lifecycle. System cloning creates systems that can be used
for reporting, testing upgrades, or diagnosing problems, or for
training and product demonstrations. Copies of production systems are used to create test and quality assurance (QA) systems; development systems may also be copied into sandboxes.
Likewise, system refresh – the most common and repetitive of
these operations – permits updating a test or QA environment
from the production system or a sandbox system from the
development system.

The technical basis of clone, copy, and refresh operations can
be accomplished with custom scripts. But the postoperation
processing involved in changing the myriad of system tables
and parameters to permit operation in the new environment is
not only time consuming but error prone: the successful conclusion of each operation must be checked by a human operator. These tasks involve updating both “external” resources
and more important, “internal” resources. (“External” might
include file storage allocation; possible provisioning of new
servers; database custom configuration; user and host name
configuration such as NIS, DNS, LDAP; and network configuration. SAP “internal” refers to logical system names; remote
function calls, or RFCs; system and environmental variables;
security settings; and other parameters.) These tasks are not
only time consuming in themselves but may also require the
coordination of several different administrative teams: SAP
basis, database, storage, and network.
For instance, the SAP technical manager at the FTSE 100 firm
estimated that the postprocessing of a system refresh into a
test system involves about 130 manual steps. His team allowed
up to five days for the refresh, although the actual processing
time might be only 16 to 20 hours. The LVM solution features
predefined postprocessing task lists for SAP systems that can
be fully customized to automate these tasks and eliminate the
possibility of human error. The IT architect at the manufacturing firm estimated that customization and verifying the completeness of the postprocessing task list to create a reusable
set of commands took only one or two days for a competent
SAP basis administrator.
The interviews identified the following benefits of this postprocessing automation.
Reduced Administrative Time
“The real gain for us with SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management’s postprocessing automation is changing the
five-day turnaround for a system refresh into an overnight process,” said the SAP technical manager at the FTSE 100 firm. He
noted that the ability to perform the copy, refresh, or cloning
operations in parallel also played a major role in that reduction.
The IT architect at the manufacturing firm made a very similar
estimate: “With SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management, we expect to reduce the time for a system refresh
from one week to a couple of hours.” He noted that much of this

time savings came from two factors. First was eliminating the
overhead between steps imposed when no SAP basis administrators were available to continue with copy and refresh activities. The second factor derived from the parallel-execution
capabilities of the LVM solution, which made multiple-system
refreshes much faster. The IT senior consultant at the software
company noted that this automation also reduced the coordination needed between basis administrators and other teams,
such as database and storage administrators. “I’d estimate that
will add up to about a 30% time savings,” he said.
Greater Agility
The ability to transfer system copies into test systems so much
faster means a shorter test cycle, which is speeding up the
business application deployment cycle at the FTSE 100 firm.
This enables the IT department to support up to eight functional releases a year. “I’m still working through the business
case,” said the SAP technical manager, “but I think the testing
speed-up furnished by SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management is going to be completely transformative.”
Less Error, Greater Efficiency
The IT senior consultant at the software company put this benefit most succinctly: “The more I can automate, the more I’m
sure everything will work, as there’s no longer any possibility for
human error.” At the FTSE 100 firm, which does a lot of highvolume testing of SAP systems, human errors in postprocessing
(such as an incorrect destination for a remote function call) were
consuming too much time and slowing the application lifecycle.
“The ability of postprocessing automation to eliminate these
errors and avoid wasted test runs is a massive benefit,” said the
SAP technical manager.
Reduced Hardware Cost
Because preautomation system refresh took so long, development teams at the FTSE company required a total of 37 test
systems to sustain the testing workload required. However, the
speed-up in test cycles made possible by the solution’s postcopy automation frees up test servers more quickly for new projects, so fewer are needed. “The increased testing speed possible
with the postprocess automation of SAP NetWeaver Landscape
Virtualization Management has reduced the number of SAP test
servers needed from 37 to 14,” said the SAP technical manager.
This represents about a 60% reduction in hardware costs associated with lifecycle management at the company.

Potential Reduced Headcount
At the software company, the IT senior consultant noted that in
many cases, postprocessing automation might reduce the
number of people regularly involved with system cloning, copying, and refreshing from three to one. (The required technical
resources typically include database administrator, storage,
and SAP system administrator, although he stated that the role
of the first two could never be entirely eliminated, since they
had to remain available if problems arose from other causes.)
At the FTSE 100 firm, the SAP technical manager was more
certain of the personnel impact of automation, noting that it
freed up a lot of personnel resources from painstaking work
during system copy. “There’s no doubt about it: I’d commit to
headcount reductions for the SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management business case.” This releases IT staff for
other tasks and initiatives.
Landscape Visualization
The growing complexity of SAP landscapes, especially in the
hybrid physical-virtual environments that are becoming the
norm, means that IT departments often end up needing a
plethora of different tools to manage SAP and third-party applications and the IT infrastructure. This can fragment visibility
into key performance indicators such as application and server
performance and can hamper response to service-level degradations impacting critical business operations.
The LVM solution provides a real-time, “single pane of glass”
view of all SAP systems and related applications, services, and
resources. The IT architect at the manufacturing firm characterized it as “an instantaneous view of the landscape and its performance.” Administrators can drill down to the details of the
resources and networks on which the SAP applications are
running. This enables them to see the dependencies between
systems to understand what will be affected if a particular application is started or stopped. Prebuilt, customizable dashboards
provide a graphical summary of every aspect of system operation, with end-to-end health and performance monitoring.
Crimson identified the following visualization benefits of SAP
NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management.
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Increased Availability
The greater visibility into the details of system operation can
boost both reliability and availability. At the FTSE 100 company,
the SAP landscape is currently monitored manually by a thirdparty service provider that provides daily reports. The SAP
technical manager describes the reports as “by definition outof-date as soon as we receive them.” He characterized the realtime visualization and drill-down features of SAP NetWeaver
Landscape Virtualization Management as a big improvement
for maintaining system availability. He also noted that “with the
LVM solution’s visualization tools, we have more eyes on system status, which is a big operational benefit in terms of availability and reliability.”
The IT senior consultant at the software company noted a similar benefit. “With SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization
Management, more people have easy access to system status,
which means less downtime.” At the manufacturing firm, the
IT architect noted that they could give various departments a
view into the part of the landscape that concerns them directly.
“The ability to spot when critical resources are running low
makes reliability much higher.”
Improved Incident Response
Three of the four customers also noted an improvement in
incident response – again, due to having “more eyes on system
status.” The interviewees from both the manufacturing firm
and the FTSE 100 company characterized this as delivering
“less reactive” incident management and being able to see
problems before customers report them. “If there’s an issue,
we see it quicker and resolve it quicker,” said the SAP technical
manager. ”We won’t have users being the ones to tell us a system is down.”
Reduced Management Time
The ability to drill down into the IT landscape and see the
status of all the resources and networks involved also saves
administrators time. The IT senior consultant at the software
company noted that “the single-console overview means not
having to log into individual systems to see what’s happening.
You get it all in one place.”

The IT architect at the manufacturing firm highlighted the ability to use the LVM solution’s centralized access to real-time
performance information for customized reporting in combination with familiar management tools developed for companyspecific needs. “SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization
Management pulls all the real-time information together, and
then I can export it via the Web services description language
(WSDL) interface into Excel or any other tool. This is very
important to me.”
Easier System Optimization
The end-to-end performance and health monitoring provided
by the LVM solution delivers information such as response
times, CPU usage, and the number of users for each application. The SAP technical manager at the FTSE 100 company
highlighted the role this can play in system optimization. “It’s
easy to see which servers are being heavily used or, perhaps
more important, not heavily used; those are the ones ripe for
consolidation.” This, of course, speaks to eventual capital cost
savings; but as noted above, it was too early in the adoption
cycle for the LVM solution to quantify those.
Operation Automation
As landscapes become more complex, IT departments find
themselves spending more and more time on manual, repetitive tasks, leaving less time for strategic initiatives. The task
planner in SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management enables administrators to schedule and automate tasks
related to operation and management of the SAP software
landscape. Meanwhile, the intersystem dependency framework
of the software helps track the order in which such operations
should take place. The manufacturing firm was already using
“homegrown” tools for such automation and had not yet tried
these features in the LVM solution. But the other three customers noted that the automation of common daily SAP management tasks, and starting and stopping SAP applications or
hypervisors running SAP applications, were important to them.
The interviews highlighted the following benefits from operation
automation using SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization
Management.

“With SAP NetWeaver Landscape
Virtualization Management, we expect
to reduce the time for a system refresh
from one week to a couple of hours.”
IT Architect, Fortune Global 500 Manufacturing Firm

Reduced Management Time
At the FTSE 100 company, the SAP technical manager noted in
particular that the centralized view offered by the LVM solution,
in combination with automating the starting and stopping of
SAP applications, saved administrators an appreciable amount
of time. “Because of the automation, and because they can see
what’s happening from a single console, administrators got an
extra half hour a day that they could use for other tasks during
the ramp-up,” he said.

Other Benefits
Other important benefits revealed by the interviews derive
from the advantage of using an SAP product to manage
SAP applications, due to what the IT architect at the manufacturing firm called “SAP knowledge of SAP internals.” This was
especially true for the two customers already using the SAP
NetWeaver Adaptive Computing Controller tool, which offers a
subset of the functionalities found in the newer software and
will eventually be replaced by it.

Reduced Management Cost
The senior system architect at the IT services firm noted the
increased management efficiency made possible by operations
automation and said that “I expect the reduction in the number
of people needed to maintain our SAP systems to be around
10%.” At the FTSE 100 company, the automation capabilities
eliminated the need for a third-party tool formerly used for this
purpose, both simplifying management and reducing cost. “In
the new data center where we’re testing SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management, there has been a big savings
because we haven’t had to buy licenses for this tool,” said the
SAP technical manager.

The interviews identified the following three benefits arising
from this.

Third-Party Support and Extensibility
As noted above, SAP software landscapes depend on many
non-SAP components and resources. The LVM solution
enables administrators to manage non-SAP applications and
use their own scripts to control various resources to promote
operational flexibility and efficiency. Three of the four customers rated this as very important.
The interviews highlighted the following benefit for the thirdparty support and extensibility offered by SAP NetWeaver
Landscape Virtualization Management.
Administrative Flexibility and Efficiency
The IT senior consultant at the software company said, “I
think this is the most used and most important aspect of SAP
NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management for my organization.” He noted that it was foundational to other capabilities
such as operations automation. His company uses many custom Web applications, and the ability to control their services
via the LVM solution was very important.

Ease of Deployment
Three of the four interviewees noted the speed and ease of
deployment for SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management, although their specific testing processes and widely
differing landscapes make it impossible to derive a general
metric for this. The manufacturing firm had adopted SAP
NetWeaver Adaptive Computing Controller when it was first
introduced several years ago. The IT architect there noted that
the deployment time for the LVM solution in the test environment (an extensive reproduction of their production environment) was “very short.” He estimated that, without a previous
installation of SAP NetWeaver Adaptive Computing Controller,
“the deployment time for SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management would be somewhat longer, but I expect
not more than two to four weeks.”
Faster Time to Value
At the FTSE 100 company, the SAP technical manager highlighted the rapidity with which postprocess automation – to
him the most valuable feature of the LVM solution – could be
implemented because the predefined task lists already had
most of the needed operations specified. “I’d say that 125 of
the 130 or so steps involved in postprocessing for a system
refresh were already in the task list we used, making customization quick and easy.”
Less Training Required
Since SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management
uses techniques and scripts already familiar to SAP system
administrators, it requires less training to begin operations.
“After a one-hour overview on postprocess automation, our
guys were up to speed on it,” said the SAP technical manager
at the FTSE 100 company.
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Summary and Conclusion
The consistency of the interview results across almost onefourth of the customers participating in the ramp-up of SAP
NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management is striking.
For each of the common use cases investigated, the customers
expressed general agreement on a number of basic benefits
experienced during ramp-up, or ones that they expected –
even given radical differences in computing infrastructures and
application types. These add up to the following three fundamental high-level benefits.
Increased operational agility through the acceleration of
fundamental business application lifecycle operations (clone,
copy, and refresh) and automated response to workload
changes. This was the benefit that interviewees were most
definite about, mostly based on their experience with the postprocessing automation of system clone, copy, and refresh
operations made possible by the LVM solution. One customer
went so far as to describe the acceleration in these processes
as “completely transformative” in terms of their ability to
speed up the business solution lifecycle and thus the company’s ability to respond to competitive challenges.
Greater operational continuity through single-console visibility, management, and control of SAP software landscapes, in
both physical and virtualized infrastructures. Interviewees
spoke of this in terms of increased availability and improved
incident response. One stated the benefits vividly in terms of
the major benefit to availability and reliability that comes from
having “more eyes on system status.”
Reduced administrative time, effort, and cost through the
automation of repetitive, time-consuming tasks. These benefits
arose not only from automation, both of day-to-day tasks and
the postprocessing tasks associated with system copy and
refresh, but from the ease with which trained SAP system
administrators could take up the new functionality, making
SAP NetWeaver Landscape Virtualization Management a force
multiplier for their efforts and the company’s investment in
them.
For More Information
Please contact your SAP representative, or visit us on the Web
at www.sap.com/solutions/technology/cloud/virtualization.

www.sap.com/contactsap
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